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ABSTRACT
The identification of a unique set of system parameters in large space struc-
tures poses a significant new problem in control technology. This paper presents
an infinite-dimensional identification scheme to determine system parameters in
large flexible structures in space. The method retains the distributed nature of
the structure throughout the development of the algorithm and a finite-element
approximation is used only to implement the algorithm. This approach elimi-
nates many problems associated with model truncation used in other methods of
identification. The identification problem is formulated in Hilbert space and an
optimal control technique is used to minimize weighted least squares of error be-
tween the actual and the model data. A variational approach is uscd to solve the
problem. A costate equation, gradients of parameter variations and conditions for
optimal estimates are obtained. Computer simulation studies are conducted us-
ing a shuttle-attached antenna configuration, more popularly known as the Space
Control Laboratory Experiment (SCOLE) as an example. Numerical results show
a close match between the estimated and true values of the parameters.
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Approach
A finite-dimefisional design approach
where the structural model is trunc-
ated and the estimator is designed
based on the reduced-order model.
An infinite-dimensional design appr-
oach where the PDE model is retained
as long as possible and truncation is





















A Distributed System Model
_u







y = Cou + Eout,
21
Basic Problem Formulation
1/oTJ(q) = ._ (y- z)rR(t)(y - z)dt,
where z is the measurement of output vector y given as
_(_,_) = _(_,t)+ _(_,t)
with a measurement error e(z,t). Also, it is defined that
(y- z)TR(t)(y - z)= fn[y(z,t)- z(z,t)]rR(x,t){y(x,t)- z(x,t)ldx,
22
Infinite-Dimensional Formulation
cgt"-u(t) + D(q) u(t) + A(q)u(t) = B(q)f(t)
Ou
ue L2(0, T;V), Ot eL2(O,T;H),
in(0,Tl,
where f(t) is given in L2(0, T;V), and the initial conditions are
u(0) = uo, uo given in V,
and
u x given in H.
The output function is
y(t) = c,,(t),
The identification problem can now be formulated as an abstract problem of deter-
mining the parameter vector q' (z) E Q that minimizes
J(q) = _ [y(t) - .(t)l rR(t)[y(t) - _(t)] dr,
where z(t) is the observed data belonging to Y
22
Development of Infinite-Dimensional Identfication Algorithm
THEOREM : Given a state equation (18) with initial conditions given by Eq.' (19) and
the cost function by Eq. (22) with y(t) satisfying Eq. (21), then the optimal parameter
vector q" satisfies the state equations (18)-(19) and the follwing system of equations :
d 2 d
_ _ C v
-7-_,,p(t) - D"--;:.p(t) + A'p(t) = R(Cu- z), (23)
Ta_
with the final conditions
d
p(r) = =0, (24)
and the first variation of an augmented cost functional is
_0 T T O du
_fJ,_ -- p -_q[D-_ + Art - Bf] _qdt = O, (25)
where p(t) is a costate variable also belonging to the Hilbert space V.
PROOF : By combining Eqs. (18) and (22) an augmented cost functional can be defined
a.s
J_(q) = _-_ [y(t)- z(t)lTR(t)[y(t) - z(t)ldt
fo r • d _" du+ p(t)r [)-_u(t)+ D_- + Au(t)- Bf(t)] dt. (26)
24-
Parameter Identific.ation of Vibrating Beams
Case I • A Simply-Supported Beam
a'2u v34u
pA-_. + EI-_z 4 = b(z)f(t), zE[O,L],t>O,
u(:,:,t)= _.x._u(z,t)= o, z _ a[O,L], t > o,
u(z,O) = _u(z,t) t=o = O, z E [O,L].
_(t) = y(t)+ _(t).
1
J--_
2T fly - z]rRIy - _1dr.
25'
m = 67 k_lm
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at--_= --_ a=--;+ 6(=- )f(t),








and the parameter vector is defined by q = Iql ,q21T •
a_'P a4P R[u- zl,5(z L
_. = -q, -_z 4 + "_ - _ ) z e [o, LI, t e [O,T),
a
p(z,T) = _-_p(z,t)lt= T = o, z e lo, q.
_2
p(z,t) = -_x2p(x,t ) = O, z • afo, L],t • [O,T).
and
6J_ [r a2p a2u
_q, = ]o o_:---z._ dr,
=- pg(z- )f(t)dt.
Thus, parameters can be updated by the steepest descent algorithm
k
q_+l , i = 1,2.
27
Table 2
Performance Data for Case I
L





































values 343.28 0.0149 67.00 23000.00
28
Case II : A Cantileverd Beam
02u ,----- a3u a4u
m_- - 2_,/mz_r_-_ +E1_-i_, = b(_)f(t),
z E [O,L],t > O,
where _ is a damping coefficient.
y(t)=u(L,t).
The boundary conditions for a cantilevered beam are :
a2 z=0
a: I 0 3






The beam is initially at rest and hence the initial conditions are
u(_-,0) = Ou(z,t)l,=o --- 0, z e [0, L].
a_(_,t)l _ a2 Ia . ,=o - _-_:_(=,t) ,=o= o, z _ [O,LI.
a_.u a z a4u U







and the parameter vector is defined by q = [ql, q2, q3] T
STEP LOAD
L
m = 67 k_/m
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Performance Data for Case II
Iteration ql
a,




































































values 343.28 0.0149 3.70 67.00 23000.00 0.1
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Case III : A Simply-Supported Beam with Spatially "Variable Parameter
a2u a2( a2u) :=e [o,L], t > O,
where q = EI(:=).
.02p_ R :=• [o,L], t • [O,T),
$Ja(x) [T O_p a;u
"_q - Jo 0:=2 &x_
dr.




m = 67 kg/m




m = 67 I,(g/m
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Fill. 4 (il) Simply-supported beam with spatially "+ariable flexible rillidity,
(b) resultaat displacements at L/4,
(c) resultant displcemeats at 3L/4.
Table 4
Performance Data for Case III






























F_g. 1 The shuttle/ axLtennaconfigurationof the spacecraft








Fig.2 Drawing showing thedirectionof _roll_ bending,
"pitch_ bending axtd"yaw" twisting.
The SCOLE Mathematical Model
A. Dynamic Equations
Roll Beam Bending Equation in 7-z Plane
aSu_ a4u_
2_,_/pAE_ o_ + EI_
= I÷,,,(t)6(,_- 8,,)+ g,,,,Ct)O--6(s- .,,)
as
t>_O, -00<8<00, 0_<s,,<_L.
Pitch Beam Bending Equation in x-z Plane
a2ue 2_e ,z---:--__ a3ue a4ue
pA at-----T-- v pA_le o-_-_ + EIe a-----_
= f_,.(t)6(_- _) + #_,.(t)a_ '
t_>O, -co<_<oc, O_<s.__L.






The forcing functions on the right side of each equation are dependent on boundary
conditions and proof-mass actuators.
Forces at s = st = 0 ( shuttle body forces )
The forces at sl = 0 involves the shears at that point which are equal to the shuttle





Forces at s = s4 = L { reflector body forces )
02 c92
-gi_,,(L,t) - m_ gii",o(n,t) - 5,
0 2 0 2
gii.o(L,t) + m._-gi_'_(L,t) + F_,
where m4 iS the reflector mass, (rz, rv) is center of reflector mass from the beam tip at
= L, and Fz and F v are the applied forces at the center of the reflector mass.
Forces at s = _ ( proof-mass actuator forces )
O 2 O=
a s 05
fo,_(t)= -m2_i-C_,oC_,t) + m2_o,_,
where A and m denote displacement and mass of the proof-mass actuator.
Forces at _ = _a ( proof-mass actuator force )
02 a s
f÷,3(t) -- -m3_-_,,(_3,t) + m3_-iA,3 ,
0 5 0 2
fo,z(t) = -ms_-uo(s3,t) + rn3 _-_-AO,3.
C. Moments
Moments at _ = 0 {shuttlebod7 moments }
g÷,l1gO,l
= -[Izdoz + wl @ Izwzl + MzCt) + MD(t),
where II isthe moment of inertiaof the shuttlebody, Mz(t) and MD(t) are control Lnd
disturbance moments, respectively,applied to the shuttlebody, and @ denotes the vector
product.
Moments at s = L { reflector body moments }
gb,4)gO,4
g¢_,4
" ) 02_4= - h_, + w,® ],w,- M, Ct)+ r®F,(t)- .,,r® Or--Z-'
where M4 and F4 axe the control moment and force applied at the reflector center of the
mass and _4 is the coordinates of the beam tip.
Also,/4 is the moment of inertia of the reflector, and I4 is that with respect to the beam
tip given by
2 _r=rv 0 )
rv 2 0]4 = 14+ 'm -r:"v r,
2 2
0 0 r: + r v
Abstract Formulation of the SCOLE Problem
Mob(t) + Aor(t) + BoF(t) + Ko(÷(t) 2) = 0 ,
























ZlO Zll J12 ZI3 ZI4 ZI5 SlO Zl T
m4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 rrq 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o o o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 _4
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Fig. 3 Roll, pitch and yaw displacements with no damping.
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Table 2
Performance Data for Case I i Nonlinear SCOLE Model
Iteration
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4.1858E÷08 10.465 0.0956 4.0000E+07.00
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Table 3
Performance Data for Case I : Linearized SCOLE Model
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FI_. 5 Convergence of" parameters for the SCOLE problem in
Case I using nonlinear mode].
(a}For pA / uni¢ len{th.
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Fig. 4 Roll, pitch and yaw displ_ements when a damping
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Fig. 6 Roll, pitch and yaw displacements when z force and a
moment are applied at the antenna-end of the beam.
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Fig. 7 Convergence of errorcriterionforCase II.
ia) For pA / unit length.
(b) For pl¢/unit length.
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CONCLUSION
Infinite-dimensional identification method presented in this paper shows a significant
promise in the parameter estimation of flexible structures with great potentials for appli-
cations to LSS's. The basic approach isthe abstract formultion of the system dynamics
in function spaces and then applying optimal control theory to adjust system parame-
tersso that the error between actual and model data isminimized. The use of partial
differentialequation for the purpose of estimation ellmalnatesmany problems associated
with model trunction in the finitedimensional approach. Based on partial differential
equation models and a quadratic performance index an algorithm to estimate the opti-
mal parameters has been developed. The numerical resultsshow the effectivenessof the
algorithm in estimating parameters of the flexiblebeam in the SCOLE problem. The
resultsshow fairlygood match between the model and the estimated parameters. How-
ever,as the number of parameters to be identifiedincreasesitbecomes increasinglytime
consuming and di_cult to solve. Also, due to model mismatch, slightlylessaccuracies
are expected ifexperimental measurem_ _.tdata from physical beam were used.
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